
 

NATASHA RUSCHKA ART - CLASS SUPPLIES 
 
Below is a list of supplies you will need for my workshop.  I have listed professional quality paints that I use but 
am happy for you to choose a lower cost brand/alternative or use something you already have in your supplies.  
If you have been painting for a while, please bring what you are used to working with.  This list has been 
designed for Oil Painting. If you are an acrylic artist, please source the same colours/brushes and equipment  
as below but you won’t need the solvents for cleaning. 
 
Substrates 
3-4 Canvases, panels or a canvas pad to start. ($5 for a pack of 2 panels by Mont Marte or Create Art, or a 
pad for $20) 
If you are a complete beginner, I recommend painting on inexpensive panels or oil canvas paper size 8 x 10 
inches or 8x8 inches. This is also a good option if you are wanting to experiment or try something new without 
the pressure of ruining an expensive canvas or panel. 
 
A quality canvas/panel prepared with gesso will make it easier for your brush to glide and won’t absorb as 
much paint. 
 
Gesso (optional) 
A coat or 2 of Acrylic Gesso on your panels prior to painting will make it much easier to paint.  You can do this 
prior to the workshop or I will have some available for you to use also. 
1 x tub of  Acrylic Gesso Primer $20 
Large 2-inch paintbrush (cheap from Bunnings) for painting Gesso on substrates 
 
Brushes 
If you have already been painting for a while, use what you are used to. Make sure you have a variety of small, 
medium, and large. I use…. 
 
Synthetic Flat - Sizes 4, 8, 10 and 12. ( 
Bristle flat - size 4  
(A good quality brush eg Neef will cost  between $20-$30 per brush. You can use cheaper brushes like Monte 
Marte or there are some good options at Officeworks.  Look for a synthetic flat that comes to a smooth edge – 
not the fat bristle brushes that a designed for texture. 
 
Oil Paints: (there are many colours to choose from but this palette is a good starting point) 
Reds: 
● Transparent Red Oxide $13.95 (You could also use burnt umber, raw umber, burnt sienna or another 
neutral as an alternative if you already have it) 
● Alizarin Crimson $36 (alternatives are magenta, or another pink type red) 
● Cadmium Red $45 (Optional – expensive and useful, but you can paint without it) 
● Cadmium Yellow (or Cadmium Yellow Light) $44 (or Cadmium Lemon Yellow) 
● Ultramarine Blue $13.95 
● Titanium White $12.95 
● Zinc White $12.95 
 
Acrylic Artists – If you have these colours pls bring them. You may have some other convenience premixes.  
Please ensure you bring a medium to slow down the drying. This are a variety of options available at most art 
stores. 



 

Cleaning (not for acrylic) 
1 x Bottle of Odorless Mineral Spirits /  Solvent to clean brushes, I recommend you always use an odourless 
mineral spirit like Gamsol (My class is turps free so please don’t’ bring it to class.) $25 for 500ml or $40 for 
1ltre.  If you paint regularly then get 1 litre. 
 
1 x Bottle of Miracle Brush Cleaner or some kind of brush soap for cleaning brushes. $16.95 Optional 
1 x pasta sauce sized jar to clean brushes in. From home 
 
Medium (not for acrylic) 
1 x tube of Gamblin Solvent Free Gel - $10.95 I highly recommend this if you are a complete beginner. 
Or…you can use a separate container of solvent as a medium. You only need to dip the corner of your brush 
in. A little goes a long way. 
   
Other 
1 x Palette for mixing paint – I’m use a tear off paper palette pad from art stores for around $6 
1 x Metal Palette Knife for mixing paint (make sure it has some bend in the metal and a fine point) $5 (Acrylic 
artists won’t need this) 
Rags (old towels are great) or Paper Towel - Absorbent rags like old towels are great for absorbing any extra 
solvent left on your brush after cleaning. Paper towels and rags are also useful for wiping brushes between 
colours. 
1 x Apron to avoid paint spills on clothes - or wear paint clothes 
 
I have easels available, but you are welcome to bring one if you feel more comfortable with your own. 
 
 


